Smart agriculture management systems with real-time control of plant health and vegetation are recognized as one of the crucial technologies determining agriculture development, playing a fundamental role in reducing yield losses and improving product quality. The earliest plant responses to various adverse factors are propagating stress signals, including electrical ones, and the changes in physiological processes induced by them. Among the latter, photosynthesis is of particular interest due to its key role in the production process. Of practical importance, photosynthesis activity can be registered not only in contact mode but by remote sensing using optical methods. The aim of the present work was to develop the approach to automatic determination of the main parameters of electrical signals and changes in photosynthesis activity and transpiration using continuous wavelet transform (CWT). Applying CWT based on derivatives of the Gaussian function allows accurate determination of the parameters of electrical signals as well as induced physiological responses. Moreover, CWT was applied for spatio-temporal mapping of the photosynthesis response to stress factors in pea leaf. The offered approach allowed automatic identification of the response start time in every pixel and visualization of the change propagation front. The results indicate high potential of CWT for automatic assessment of plants stress, including monitoring of plant health in large-scale agricultural lands and automated fields.
Introduction
The productivity of agricultural plants is known to be directly dependent on environmental conditions. High adaptability of plants to abiotic and biotic factors leads to minimization of crop losses. Adaptation is based on a coordinated change in the activity of a number of physiological processes controlled by the signaling system [1] [2] [3] [4] . The crucial role in plant adaptation to rapidly changing environmental factors such as temperature, illumination, etc., is played by distant signals and functional changes caused by them [4] [5] [6] [7] . The existence of several types of signals in plants is assumed: chemical, hydraulic, and electrical [6] . The fastest propagating signals of plants are ones of a physical nature, such as electrical signals whose speed of propagation can reach more than 10 cm/s, whereas for chemical signals it is less than 0.2 cm/s. Besides the action potential which is universal for all living organisms, the plant-specific variation potential (VP) and system potential [6, 8, 9] can be distinguished.
VP plays a particular role due to its generation in response to wide range of damaging stimuli, including mechanical wounding, herbivore attack, heating, etc. This type of electrical signal is a wave of membrane depolarization with an amplitude of several tens of mV, characterized by an irregular and prolonged phase of repolarization, and is not subjected to the all-or-nothing rule: the parameters of the VP are dependent on the type and intensity of the stimulus [3, 6, 8] . For example, the probability of VP occurrence and its amplitude rises with increasing area of the tomato leaf subjected to mechanical damage [10] . Burn is a strong stimulus known to inevitably cause the propagation of high-amplitude VP, and therefore this stimulus is commonly used as a standard VP inducer in laboratory conditions. A more physiological stimulus, namely, gradual local heating, also induces VP, which propagates over a long distance with greater amplitude compared to mechanical damage [11] . During VP propagation, a signal decrement is observed-the amplitude and VP propagation velocity decrease with increasing distance from the wounding area [3, 6, 8, 12, 13] .
VP generation is associated with ion flows through the membrane of plant cells. The first step in VP generation is an activation of calcium channels with the subsequent entry of Ca 2+ into the cell. Activation of calcium channels may be caused by a hydraulic or chemical signal propagating from the local wounding area [3, 5, 6, 8, 14] . The entry of Ca 2+ into cell results in H + -ATPase inactivation and anion channel activation, both leading to depolarization. The repolarization phase is associated with the restoration of H + -ATPase activity due to the return of the Ca 2+ concentration to initial levels [3, 5, 6, 8] .
Of particular importance is the VP role in modifying the activity of a number of physiological processes, including photosynthesis, respiration, relative concentrations of plant hormones, gene expression profile, etc. [3, [5] [6] [7] 15] . The possible regulation of photosynthesis activity by electrical signals has attracted the most attention of the research community due to the key role of photosynthesis in the production process. The VP-induced photosynthetic response is a transient decrease in activity, which starts virtually without a lag period. The reason for the photosynthesis inactivation is a shift in the cytosolic calcium concentration and cytosolic and apoplastic pH, which arises due to VP generation [7, 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] . The parameters of photosynthesis activity are highly informative indicators of plant response to stress. In addition, it is necessary to note the high development of technology that provides high accuracy and simplicity of measurements of photosynthesis activity in laboratory and field conditions.
Taking into account the fact that VP is a typical electrical signal induced by adverse factors, the recording of such signals and/or the induced changes in photosynthetic activity can be used to rapidly assess the functional state of agricultural plants. Rapid assessment of the state of plants is necessary for the timely adoption of measures aimed at reducing the negative impact of the stress factor. However, the problem of collating the dynamics of the electrical signal with the functional response has still not been completely solved. A diagnostic system recording and analyzing the electrical signals and/or the photosynthesis responses can become a basic element for an automated decision-making system that provides feedback.
A substantial consequence of distant signal propagation and induced functional changes is an increase in plant resistance to adverse factors [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The establishment of the correlation between the parameters of stress and induced changes of photosynthesis activity with the development of plant resistance to stress factors [26] , in particular the resistance of the photosynthetic apparatus to heating [21, 23, 24] , allows the creation of approaches and methods for selecting the most promising genetic lines in the early stages of plant breeding.
The application of these approaches in agriculture research requires the processing of large amounts of data, which can only be effective in an automatic mode. The same task is important for research on spatio-temporal mapping of signals using multi-electrode array [27] and for photosynthesis studies [11, 17] . An accurate automatic detection of signal parameters, including the reaction start time, amplitude, and propagation speed is of great importance. Manual processing not only is extremely time-consuming, but can produce errors due to the subjectivity in assessment of vague and dim signal records as well as signals of a complex irregular shape. Nonetheless, there are no common algorithms for automatic determination of the electrical signals parameters and plant functional responses induced by them.
Wavelet transform (WT) is a promising tool to meet the challenge of an accurate automatic determining of signal and reaction parameters. The main difference between WT and another popular method of spectral analysis-Fourier transform-is WT's ability to obtain not only the frequency but also the time characteristic of the analyzed signal [28, 29] . This feature of WT, as well as the availability of a wide range of the mother wavelets (basis functions used for the transformation), promoted WT's wide applications for processing and analysis of biological signals, in particular for processing of neural impulses [30] [31] [32] [33] , analysis of population shifts in environmental studies [34] , biomolecule studies [35, 36] , assessment of changes in chlorophyll content [37] , water balance [38] , pathogen identification [39] , etc. WT was also applied to monitor the status of agricultural crops, including the processing of large amount of data on year/season dynamics, and analysis of images obtained by remote sensing [40] [41] [42] . There are two main types of wavelet transform-continuous (CWT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT). In our work, CWT was used due to the greater simplicity of its application and interpretation of the results, as well as its good ability to identify signal features [28, 41] .
The aim of the present work was to apply WT for analysis of electrical signals and changes of photosynthesis activity induced by them in higher plants. We demonstrated an applicability of WT for an accurate automatic determining of amplitude and start time of both electrical signal and photosynthetic response as well as for spatio-temporal mapping of the photosynthetic activity.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Methods
Plant Material and Stimulation
Studies were carried out on 14-21-day-old seedlings of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and pea (Pisum sativum L.) cultivated hydroponically in a Binder KBW 240 (Germany) plant growth chamber at 24 • C under a 16/8-h (light/dark) photoperiod.
Electrical signals and photosynthetic reactions were induced by two types of stimuli [11] . The first type of stimulation was a gradual heating simulating heat shock in natural conditions. The leaf was placed in a cuvette filled with water and gradually heated until the VP generation was registered. In all the experiments the VP generation was observed at temperatures not exceeding 55 • C. The second type of stimulation was a commonly used experimental approach for VP induction, specifically, a burn of a leaf tip with an open flame.
Intracellular Measurement of Electrical Activity
The absolute value of the membrane potential was recorded using an electrophysiological device for microelectrode biopotential registration based on the SliceScope Pro microscope (Scientifica, Uckfield, UK), amplifier Multiclamp 700 B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and a low-noise data acquisition system for electrophysiology DIGIDATA 1550 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Measurements were performed at 10 Hz. The seedling was placed at the side of the microscope, and the leaf was fixed horizontally. Part of the leaf was placed in a cuvette filled with artificial pond water (APW), which comprised 0.1 mМNaCl, 1 mМKCl, and 0.5 mМCaCl 2 . Single-barreled microelectrodes were fabricated from 1.2-mm (outer diameter) borosilicate glass tubing. Capillaries with a tip diameter of about 0.5 µm were pulled in a horizontal pipette puller P-97 (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA, USA) and filled with 100 mM KCl. The measuring electrode was inserted into the parenchymal cell of the second to third layer of the leaf lamina by motorized manipulators under visual control using the microscope objective lens. The reference electrode was immersed into a cuvette with APW. The distance between the stimulation and registration zones was equal to 5 cm.
Extracellular Measurement of Electrical Activity
To estimate the parameters of the generation and propagation of electrical signals though the whole plant, the electrical signals were recorded (at 1 Hz) extracellularly using Ag + /AgCl electrodes (Gomel Plant of Measuring Devices, Gomel, Belarus). The electrodes were connected to a high-impedance amplifier IPL−113 (Semico, Novosibirsk, Russia) and a personal computer (PC). The measuring electrodes were set in contact to the pea stem or the second wheat leaf at five different points. The distances between the stimulation zone and the electrodes positions are indicated in the figures. The reference electrode was placed in APW solution bathing the roots of the seedling. The reaction start time and amplitude at different sites of the plant were analyzed.
Measurement of Photosynthetic Parameters and Transpiration
Registration of photosynthesis activity and transpiration was carried out using a system allowing simultaneous recording of gas exchange parameters (infrared gas analyzer GFS-3000, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) and parameters of photosystems I and II (PAM-fluorimeter (Pulse Amplitude Modulation fluorimeter) Dual-PAM-100 Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany). The measurements were carried out under controlled conditions: an intensity of actinic blue light of 239 µmol m −2 s −1 , external CO 2 concentration of 360 µL L −1 , and relative air humidity and temperature of about 70% and 23 • C, respectively. The assimilation rate (A) and transpiration intensity (E) were registered with frequency of once per second after 15 min dark adaptation and calculated according to Von Caemmerer and Farquhar [43] . The dark fluorescence yield (F 0 ) and the maximal fluorescence yield (F m ) of photosystem II (PSII) were measured after dark adaptation for 15 min. The maximal change of the P700 signal (P m ) reflecting the maximal P700 oxidation in photosystem I (PSI) was measured after preliminary illumination by far red light for 20 s. After that the actinic light was switched on; under light conditions, steady-state fluorescence yield (F), maximal fluorescence yield (F m '), steady-state P700 signal (P), and maximal change of the P700 signal (P m ') were measured with saturating pulses given every 20 s. Quantum yields of PSI (Y(I)) and PSII (Y(II)) were calculated according to Klughammer and Schreiber [44] and Maxwell and Johnson [45] , respectively. Non-photochemical quenching of fluorescence in PSII (NPQ) was calculated according to Maxwell and Johnson (2000) . Measurements were performed on intact plants acclimated to a measuring system for 1.5 h or more.
The spatio-temporal distribution of photosynthetic activity in a leaf lamina was investigated by PAM-imaging (Imaging-PAM M-Series MINI-version, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany). The measurements were carried out after plant acclimation to a measuring system for 1.5 h and 15 min dark adaptation at intensity of actinic blue light of 239 µmol m −2 s −1 and saturating pulses given every 10 s. Y (PSII) and NPQ were calculated for every saturation pulse.
Each series of experiments comprised 4-8 repetitions; every replicate was performed on a separate plant.
Wavelet Transform
The general equation for continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is:
where W is wavelet coefficient, x(t) is the analyzed record, and ψ(t) is a basis function, the mother wavelet, that can be shifted (translated) and scaled (stretched or compressed) to produce a series of continuous wavelets [33, 46, 47] :
where α and τ are positive numbers representing the scaling and shifting factors, respectively.
The wavelet coefficient W will have maxima where the input signal most closely resembles the analysis template, i.e., the mother wavelet. In this study, used transforms based on first to third orders derivatives of the Gaussian function were selected as the mother wavelet due to their similarity to the analyzed records. The CWT of the input experimental record resulted in scalogram: visual displaying of wavelet transform with axes representing shift, scale and W value shown in pseudocolors.
The scheme of automatic processing of the analyzed records (raw records of electrical and photosynthetic activity) is presented in Figure 1 . For 2D analysis, we obtained a 3D matrix containing in each 2D slice the distribution pattern of the signal intensity of the photosynthetic response, and the number of such slices (z-axis) was responsible for the time of registration. Calculations to determine the start time of the reaction for each pixel were performed using the same wavelet analysis as in the one-dimensional analysis. For presentation of the CWT result, the final matrix was recalculated into the simplest binary form, where the value "1" was assigned to a particular pixel X, Y, Z if it corresponded to the start of the reaction.
The Bland-Altman method was used to evaluate the accuracy of the automatic processing. The principle of the method is based on determining the range, within which 95% of the differences between the two techniques, in this case between manual and automatic processing, are included. In addition, the mean deviation between the two techniques was calculated. The reaction start time at manual processing was determined as the beginning of the rapid depolarization in the signal recording, namely. The amplitude of the reaction was determined as the difference between the values at the reaction start time and its peak value [48, 49] .
Results
Electrical Signals Analysis
The selection of the optimal mother wavelet function for the analysis of the electrical signal induced by the plant damage-variation potential-was the first objective of the study. Variation potential induced by burn of the wheat leaf tip was registered by microelectrode technique distantly from the local damage area ( Figure 2 ). The electrical signal represents a transient depolarization with an amplitude of about 60 mV, with a fast depolarization phase (not exceeding 10 s) and a long (hundred seconds) repolarization phase, which are typical parameters for VP [6, 8] . Since a typical signal is a transient membrane potential increase, a soliton-like Gaussian function was applied as a basis for continuous wavelet transform [29] . The transforms based on first to third orders derivatives of the Gaussian function were compared. CWT results are presented in Figure 2 as a scalogram with color-coded relative magnitude (W) at different shifting factors (τ) and scales (α).The criterion for the selection of the mother wavelet was the presence of a single, most pronounced extremum (on scalograms indicated in red), localized in at the start of the reaction. The CWT extremes were most clearly expressed in the case of the second-order Gaussian derivative (Gaus-2), that is apparently due to the two-phase form of both the electrical signal and the basis wavelet ( Figure 2C ). This type of the mother wavelet was further applied for the analysis of the electrical signals registered extracellularly.
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One-Dimensional Analysis of Photosynthetic Activity
The electrical signal propagation in plants causes a change in the activity of a number of physiological processes, among which researchers focus on photosynthesis [12, 17, 18, 53, 54] . We have studied a number of parameters of the photosynthetic response, including quantum yields of photosystems I and II (Y (I) and Y (II)), non-photochemical fluorescence quenching (NPQ), rate of CO2 assimilation (A), and level of transpiration (E). The typical records of the photosynthesis parameters changes induced by variation potential are shown in Figure 5A ,B. VP propagation lead to a decrease in photosynthesis activity, which is manifested in reduced assimilation and transpiration, lower quantum yields of photosystems I and II, and increased non-photochemical quenching. This rapid decrease in the activity of photosynthesis is followed by a recovery which is very slow compared to the duration of the electrical signal. It should be noted that the determined parameters of the photosynthesis response in pea seedlings induced by variation potential are in good agreement with the data obtained by other research groups with various plant objects, including mimosa [17] , poplar [18] , corn [19] , etc. In the mentioned works, the temporal dynamics of the photosynthetic response was similar to each other and to the one registered in our experiments: the rate of CO2 assimilation decreased by 30-100%, and Y (II) decreased from 0.6 to 0.2. The choice of wavelet type for transformation was based on Y (II) dynamics, due to the importance of this parameter for evaluation the activity of the photosynthesis apparatus and the possibility of its measuring without dark adaptation in field conditions. As in the previous case with the electrical signal, the first-to third-order derivatives of the Gaussian function were considered ( Figure 5C ). The CWT extremes were most pronounced after transformation of YII dynamics with Gauss-1, which corresponds to a one-phase change of the parameters of photosynthetic activity. Such an analysis was also performed for the other types of the functional response, demonstrating optimal use of Gauss-1 compared to Gauss-2 and Gauss-3 (data not shown). The range of optimal scale values was established using Bland-Altman analysis for every type of the functional response.
Wavelet transform allows to determine the reaction start time and, as a result, to calculate the parameters of the photosynthetic response ( Figure 5 ), which are coincided with manually determined ( Supplementary Table S7 ). This makes possible the simultaneous assessment of the electrical signal 
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Wavelet transform allows to determine the reaction start time and, as a result, to calculate the parameters of the photosynthetic response ( Figure 5 ), which are coincided with manually determined ( Supplementary Table S7 ). This makes possible the simultaneous assessment of the electrical signal and the functional response dynamics for the subsequent study of their relationship. The obtained results demonstrate an applicability of Gauss wavelets for analysis of changes in various parameters in plants. 
Spatio-Temporal Mapping of the Photosynthetic Activity
The 2D imaging methods for recording the space-time distribution of photosynthesis activity have become widespread along with one-dimensional records of the photosynthesis activity [17, 18] . In Figure 6 , the dynamics of Y (II) changes induced by VP propagation to an untreated leaf are presented. VP caused the gradual propagation of the Y (II) decrease over the area of the leaf lamina; however, visual determination of the front of the photosynthesis response is complicated due to the unclear border of the reaction. Thereby, the proposed for 1D-records method for determining the signal start time based on wavelet transform was applied to the 2D image of the photosynthesis activity. The Y (II) was chosen to monitor the whole leaf response due to the above mentioned features of this parameter. The same wavelet base (Gauss-1) and scale parameters were applied as in the previous section. As a result of the convolution, a 3D matrix of values was obtained, the z-axis of which corresponded to the time. The binary representation was used with changing pixel color from black to white if the Y (II) reaction had started. Such a representation allowed us to clearly visualize the features of the front propagation of the photosynthesis response. In the given example, one can see a faster propagation of the reaction along the edges of the leaf lamina and a slower one in the center. The propagation velocity for Y (II) changes was assumed to be 0.5-0.8 mm/s. features of this parameter. The same wavelet base (Gauss-1) and scale parameters were applied as in the previous section. As a result of the convolution, a 3D matrix of values was obtained, the z-axis of which corresponded to the time. The binary representation was used with changing pixel color from black to white if the Y (II) reaction had started. Such a representation allowed us to clearly visualize the features of the front propagation of the photosynthesis response. In the given example, one can see a faster propagation of the reaction along the edges of the leaf lamina and a slower one in the center. The propagation velocity for Y (II) changes was assumed to be 0.5-0.8 mm/s. 
Discussion
Wavelet analysis is widely used in biology in such diverse areas as the analysis of brain activity [30] , heart rate [55, 56] , patterns in bird songs [57] , environmental studies [34, 58, 59] , and so on. A typical problem of biological signals that is successfully solved using wavelet transform and spectral analysis is a low signal-to-noise ratio [31, 32, 40] .
For the electrical signals analyzed in the present work and the photosynthesis responses they cause, the signal amplitude significantly exceeds the average noise level. At the same time, an objective assessment of the parameters of the signals, including the reaction start time, is a rather complicated task. It was reported by Astafyeva [28] that simple signals such as monotonous decay or biphasic dynamics of the analyzed parameter (that is the case for electrical and photosynthesis activity registered in the present work) can be analyzed using CWT with simple wavelets such as Gaussian function and its first-and second-order derivatives. The selection of the optimal wavelet type and its scale, as we have demonstrated, provides the possibility to correctly determine the parameters of electrical and photosynthetic reactions (Figures 3-5 ). For instance, the biphasic changes in the electric potential that occur during the variation potential generation correspond quite well to a wavelet of the Gauss-2 type.
Another type of wavelet applied in the work is Gauss-1, which is well suited for analyzing single-phase dynamics (or dynamics with a significantly longer recovery time compared to the initial changes) that occur in the case of stress-induced changes in photosynthesis activity. In this case, the choice of optimal scale values also allowed the accurate and reliable automatic determination of the parameters of photosynthesis response, such as start time and amplitudes for induced changes of Y (I), Y (II), NPQ, and assimilation of CO2, as well as intensity of transpiration. A good agreement between the results of automatic and manual processing allows us to talk about the possibility of successful application of WT in practice.
Simultaneous objective assessment of the reaction start time for a large set of parameters potentially makes it possible to assume and verify the causal relationships of the analyzed processes. Thus, it was revealed that the start of changes in transpiration level is in some cases ahead of the electrical signal, which indicates the presence of a factor of a different nature that induces the 
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Simultaneous objective assessment of the reaction start time for a large set of parameters potentially makes it possible to assume and verify the causal relationships of the analyzed processes. Thus, it was revealed that the start of changes in transpiration level is in some cases ahead of the electrical signal, which indicates the presence of a factor of a different nature that induces the response of transpiration [50] . At the same time, the sequence "the electrical signal-the change in photosynthesis activity" observed in all the experiments is in line with the point of view that the shift in ionic concentrations induced by the electrical signal is in turn an inducer of the photosynthetic response [3, 7, 12, 19, 52, [60] [61] [62] .
In addition to the demonstrated ability to estimate the parameters of a specific reaction, wavelet transform is successfully used to extract the signals from noise and subsequently classify them by type [63] [64] [65] . In particular, the use of WT makes it possible to detect changes in biological systems at earlier stages in comparison with manual analysis. Thus, the plant stress-reaction to cooling and shading (detected by the chlorophyll fluorescence) was revealed after 1 h of exposure using wavelet transform and only after 24 h without processing [66] .
It is necessary to note the applications of other approaches for automatic signal processing in plants, including use of different types of classifiers [63] , interval arithmetic [67] , Fourier transform [64] , vector computing [65, 67] , and multiple neural network learning algorithms [67, 68] . The methods based on combination of several approaches, including those using WT, seem to be the most effective [63] . Using the method of a polynomial curve fitting in combination with a quadratic discriminant analysis helped to distinguish the response of plants to ozone, sodium chloride and sulfuric acid with approximately 90% accuracy [69] . An even higher efficiency was shown by the method of recognition of an action potential based on a dynamic difference threshold with subsequent incremental pattern matching [68] .
In general, we can conclude that the approach proposed in this work has its own niche to be applied. The most obvious areas of it use are the automation of determining the signal characteristics in plants during large-scale laboratory and possibly, field studies, as well as the mapping of the spatio-temporal dynamics of certain parameters. The latter was shown by the example of analyzing changes in the photosynthesis activity within an area of a single leaf of a pea seedling ( Figure 6 ).
The CWT analysis allowed us to produce an easily perceived and interpretable map of the spatial and temporal activity of photosynthesis, and to clearly define the boundaries of the leaf areas with the initial and modified photosynthesis activity that cannot be performed when analyzing the original image (compare Figure 6A,B) . The proposed approach can be applied not only for analysis of changes in a single leaf in the laboratory conditions, as shown in this work, but also for processing of large-scale images, such as maps of agricultural land obtained using unmanned aerial vehicles and satellites, and those representing various indices of plants health and vegetation, such as normalized difference vegetation index (NVDI), photochemical reflectance index (PRI), etc. In particular, the changes in photosynthesis, induced by direct action of stressors [70] [71] [72] or by propagation of electrical signals [73] , can induce changes in PRI, which is widely used in remote sensing of the plant physiological states [74] [75] [76] . Analysis of the propagation front of the changes of particular parameters will allow for the discrimination of the factors that induce the detected changes: infection with certain pathogens, water scarcity, mineral deficiency, etc.
Conclusions
In the present work, we applied the CWT method to determine the parameters of the distant electrical signals in plants and the physiological responses induced by stress, as well as to map the spatio-temporal dynamics of photosynthesis activity. The selection of the optimal mother wavelet function and optimal scale factors value allowed us to obtain a good agreement between the parameters determined by the proposed method and the manual processing. The CWT method significantly expands the possibilities of analyzing the spatial dynamics of certain parameters. It was successfully applied for studying the burn-induced spatio-temporal dynamics of photosynthetic activity in a plant leaf. The proposed approach can be used for the automation of screening studies of plant resistance in controlled conditions, in particular when phenotyping, and possibly for assessing the physiological state of plants in large-scale agricultural land and environmental observations. Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2077-0472/10/1/7/s1, Table S1 . Average maximum wavelet coefficients (Wmax) obtained at continuous wavelet transform (CWT) procedure with different scales for five records of multielectrode electrical potential registration in pea seedlings, Table S2 . Average maximum wavelet coefficients (Wmax) obtained at continuous wavelet transform (CWT) procedure with different scales for five records of multielectrode electrical potential registration in wheat seedlings, Table S3 . Amplitude (mV) of the heating-induced variation potential (VP) in pea seedlings, calculated using manual (MP) or automatic processing (AP) (scale 5), Table S4 . Amplitude (mV) of the heating-induced variation potential (VP) in wheat seedlings, calculated using manual (MP) or automatic processing (AP) (scale 10), Table S5 . The start time (s) of the heating-induced variation potential (VP) in pea seedlings, calculated using manual (MP) or automatic processing (AP) (scale 5), Table S6 . The start time (s) of the heating-induced variation potential (VP) in wheat seedling, calculated using manual (MP) or automatic processing (AP) (scale 10), Table S7 . Amplitudes of VP-induced changes in CO 2 assimilation rate (A, µmol m −2 ·s −1 ), transpiration level (E, mmol m −2 ·s −1 ), quantum yields of photosystems I and II (YI and YII) and non-photochemical fluorescence quenching (NPQ) in pea seedling leaves, calculated using manual (MP) or automatic processing (AP) (scale 10). 
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